The tail probabilities of two weighted sums of independent gamma random variables are compared when the first vector of weights majorizes the second vector of weights. The conjecture that the two cumulative distribution .functions cross exactly once is established in four special cases by means of the variation-diminishing property of totally positive kernels. Bounds are obtained for the location of the unique crossing point and its asymptotic behavior is determined.
BOUNDS FOR TAIL PROBABILITIES OF WEIGHTED SUMS
OF Il'lDEPENDENT GAMMA RANDOM VARIABLES I. Introduction.
In this paper we continue the study of tail probabilities of weighted sums of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) gamma random variables begun by Diaconis (1976) and extended by Bock, Diaconis, Huffer, and Perlman (1987) 
FO(t) = P [2:: Oi Yi s t] FO(t) = P [2:: OiYi 2: t] = 1-FO(t),
where 0= (0 1 ,,,,, On) and 0~t <00.
Such weighted sums arise in many contexts in statistics and probability, for example as the distribution of quadratic forms X' AX where X is an n-dimensional normal random vector and A is an arbitrary n x n positive semidefinite matrix. Such a quadratic form occurs, for example, as the limiting distribution of the chi-squared goodness-of-fit statistic when are estimated on the basis of the rather cf. Lehmann (1954) . Weighted sums of expon.ential random variables also occur in the form -log(Ilpt i ), a weighted version of the Fisher statistic for combining independent p-values PI, ... , P n , where each Pi is uniformly distributed on (0, 1) under the hypothesis-cf. Good (1955) and Zelen and Joel (1959 Without loss of generality, we may set the scale parameter f3 = 1 for the remainder of this section. We shall establish the Uee in four special cases by means of the representation (2.5) below for FIJ. First, define
Then W and 8 n are independent, 
I
For the case n = 2, a closer examination of (2.7) in fact yields the upper bound in (1.5) for t'" == t"'(0, 'l1), the unique crossing point of F O -F'l1 on (0, 00). 
where to show that for 0 < tl < t2 < 00, (2.14) For n 2: 4, the proposition is established by a similar argument, using induction on n.
We remark that the kernel is TP 2 [cf. Karlin (1968) 
change, hence exactly one sign change and exactly one zero on (0,00).
The following lemma was needed in the proof of Proposition 2.2.
Lemma 2.8. 4) ), the equation of which is given by (3.5)
is tangent to the graph of G from above, while when 1. 4
Because G is strictly concave on [0, (ncr
14 ...... 00
Thus since, In order to estimate u;l'lt' set v = na and z = u;~, then combine (3.11) and (3.14)
, , to obtain (3.30)
The substitution y = sI z converts (3.30) to (3.31) Since the integral strictly increases from v-l (l -n-V )( < n -1) to 00 as z increases from o to 00, z is the u,niqlle s()llltion. t() (3.31).
To apply Jensen's inequality, express (3.31) as
where Y is a random variable with pdf p(y) given by
It can be verified that the term in square brackets is positive, hence by taking logarithms we obtain the fonowing upper bound for z == u;;~: ,
as n -00 or 11 - 
Then for any 0 < 6 < 1 and n~2, (This approach gives no information for third special case where "( = 1, e.g., k = n -1.)
we not pursue
